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The neurodegenerative disease Friedreich’s ataxia arises
from a deficiency of frataxin, a protein that promotes iron–
sulfur cluster (ISC) assembly in mitochondria. Here, primarily
using Mössbauer spectroscopy, we investigated the iron con-
tent of a yeast strain in which expression of yeast frataxin
homolog 1 (Yfh1), oxygenation conditions, iron concentra-
tions, and metabolic modes were varied. We found that aerobic
fermenting Yfh1-depleted cells grew slowly and accumulated
FeIII nanoparticles, unlike WT cells. Under hypoxic conditions,
the same mutant cells grew at rates similar to WT cells, had
similar iron content, and were dominated by FeII rather than
FeIII nanoparticles. Furthermore, mitochondria from mutant
hypoxic cells contained approximately the same levels of ISCs
as WT cells, confirming that Yfh1 is not required for ISC as-
sembly. These cells also did not accumulate excessive iron,
indicating that iron accumulation into yfh1-deficient mito-
chondria is stimulated by O2. In addition, in aerobic WT cells,
we found that vacuoles stored FeIII, whereas under hypoxic
fermenting conditions, vacuolar iron was reduced to FeII.
Under respiring conditions, vacuoles of Yfh1-deficient cells
contained FeIII, and nanoparticles accumulated only under
aerobic conditions. Taken together, these results informed a
mathematical model of iron trafficking and regulation in cells
that could semiquantitatively simulate the Yfh1-deficiency
phenotype. Simulations suggested partially independent regu-
lation in which cellular iron import is regulated by ISC activity
in mitochondria, mitochondrial iron import is regulated by a
mitochondrial FeII pool, and vacuolar iron import is regulated
by cytosolic FeII and mitochondrial ISC activity.

Humans suffering from Friedreich’s ataxia are deficient in
frataxin (1). This protein binds a multiprotein complex in the
mitochondrial matrix that catalyzes assembly of iron–sulfur
clusters (ISCs) (2). Yeast frataxin homolog 1 (Yfh1) in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae acts similarly, which allows
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budding yeast to serve as a workhorse for probing the
pathogenic mechanism of this disease. Frataxin binds
cysteine desulfurase, a member of this complex, which
stimulates the rate by which a sulfur atom is extracted from
free cysteine and transferred to the scaffold. Once coordi-
nated to iron and reduced by ferredoxin (Yah1), this sulfur
becomes the bridging sulfide of a [Fe2S2]

2+ cluster bound to
the Isu1/2 scaffold proteins (3). Δyfh1 yeast cells grown un-
der aerobic conditions are deficient in mitochondrial ISCs
and heme centers, as well as other phenotypic properties that
are less easily interpreted (4–7). For example, Yfh1 protects
cells against oxidative stress (8).

Fermenting aerobic Δyfh1 yeast cells import excessive
amounts of iron which flows into mitochondria and reacts to
form FeIII nanoparticles (5, 6). The iron concentration of
mitochondria in which nanoparticles have accumulated is 10-
to 15-fold higher than in the WT organelle (4, 9). This accu-
mulation indicates iron dysregulation. Fermenting Δyfh1 cells
grow slowly relative to WT cells and are more easily damaged
by O2 and other reactive oxygen species (ROS) (10). How these
properties are causally related at the molecular level remains
incompletely understood. Understanding these relationships,
the long-term goal of this study, may reveal better approaches
for treating the disease.

The model of Figure 1 describes our current understanding
of these relationships, as supported by Mössbauer (MB)-based
data presented here. First some background.

In our study, IRON refers to 57FeIII citrate which we added
to growth media (note: nutrients are capitalized). IRON is
typically imported into the cell through the Fet3 transport
system on the plasma membrane (11, 12). However, under
hypoxic conditions, the Fet4 importer is used. Imported iron
ultimately generates the cytosolic labile FeII pool (13) called FC
in the model (note: model components are bold when
introduced).

Vacuoles are acidic organelles that reversibly store iron.
Under iron-replete conditions, they import FC via the
membrane-bound transporter Ccc1 (14). Imported FeII in
vacuoles (F2 in the model) is rapidly oxidized to form FeIII
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Figure 1. Model describing iron trafficking and regulation in
S. cerevisiae, with an emphasis on the cell’s response to a decline in
Yfh1 levels under aerobic versus hypoxic growth and high versus low
iron in the media. Blue region is cytosol, yellow is mitochondria, and green is
vacuole. Points of regulation are indicated by red circles. The dashed red line
emanates from the sensed species and terminates at the site of regulation.
Regulation was “local”; FS (the iron regulon) regulates Rcyt, Rvac, and R23; FM
(pool of FeII in mitochondria) regulates Rmit; FC (labile iron pool in the
cytosol) also regulates Rvac; O2 regulates Risu. F2, vacuolar Fe

II; F3, vacuolar
FeIII; FC, cytosolic iron; FM, mitochondrial FeII pool; FS, iron-sulfur clusters
and FeII hemes; MP, mitochondrial nanoparticles; ROS, reactive oxygen
species; VP, vacuolar nanoparticles; Yfh1, Yeast frataxin homolog 1.

Cellular iron redistribution in Yfh1-deficient yeast
polyphosphate complexes, F3 (15–17). F3 can be converted to
vacuolar nanoparticles (VPs) (18).

Some FC is converted into CIA, a model component rep-
resenting all iron species in the cytosol, nucleus, and endo-
plasmic reticulum except for FC. CIA includes [Fe4S4]-
containing proteins that are synthesized by the Cytosolic Iron–
sulfur cluster Assembly system.

Much FC is trafficked into mitochondria through two
paralogous high-affinity FeII importers (Mrs3 and Mrs4) on the
inner membrane (15, 16). Iron entering mitochondria forms an
FeII pool (17, 19), referred to as FM, which serves as substrate
for the biosynthesis of mitochondrial ISC and hemes, collec-
tively symbolized as FS. Yfh1 is presumed to be a catalyst for
the FM → FS reaction; the same reaction is inhibited by
mitochondrial component O2.

Understanding the cell’s response to Yfh1 deficiency re-
quires understanding how genes involved in iron homeostasis
are regulated (indicated by the red circles and dashed lines in
Fig. 1). The iron regulon includes a few dozen genes whose
expression is controlled by Aft1 and Aft2 (20–22). These
paralogous transcription factors regulate (a) iron import into
the cell; (b) iron import into mitochondria (23); and (c) iron
export from vacuoles into the cytosol. Thus, iron export from
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vacuoles to cytosol is commonly thought to be regulated
similar to the import of nutrient iron into cytosol (24).

Other systems help regulate iron homeostasis in the cell.
Besides Aft1/2, Fet4 expression is regulated by O2 (24). Under
iron-replete conditions, vacuolar iron import through Ccc1 is
positively regulated by Yap5, another iron-sensing transcrip-
tion factor (25), as well as by cellular stress factors. Under iron-
starved conditions, Cth1 and Cth2 mediate degradation of
Ccc1 mRNA (26). Other regulatory factors add further
complexity to understanding regulation (27–29). The genera-
tion of mitochondrial nanoparticles (MP in model), loss of
ISC activity, and excessive oxidative damage are major cellular
responses to Yfh1 deficiency (7, 29–31).

One strategy for disentangling the confounding effects of O2

is to minimize its exposure to Δyfh1 cells (15, 30, 32, 33).
Hypoxic conditions are more useful than rigorously anaerobic
ones because low concentrations of O2 are required for heme
biosynthesis. Δyfh1 cells grow slowly under aerobic conditions
but faster under hypoxic ones. When grown hypoxically on
YPAD, ΔYfh1 cells exhibit no obvious phenotype (32) except
for low aconitase activities (30). Aconitase is used as a reporter
of ISC assembly activity because it requires an [Fe4S4] cluster
for activity. Aerobic fermenting Δyfh1 cells lack aconitase ac-
tivity, so the presence of ISCs in the same cells grown
hypoxically suggests that Yfh1 is not required for ISC
biosynthesis.

Frataxin also minimizes oxidative stress. When anaerobic
ΔYfh1 and WT cells are exposed to air, oxidative damage to
Δyfh1 cells increases. However, ISC-containing ferredoxin is
quite stable inside Δyfh1 mitochondria (32, 34) suggesting that
O2 inhibits ISC biosynthesis.

The respiratory shield hypothesis (35–37) forms the core of
the Figure 1 model. It assumes that the mitochondrial matrix
of healthy WT cells grown under aerobic conditions is largely
devoid of O2 due to respiratory activity on the inner mem-
brane. In WT cells, the shield protects FM from reacting with
O2. In the absence of Yfh1 or other proteins involved in ISC
assembly or trafficking, the reaction FM → FS is slowed, which
slows the rate of O2 reduction by the respiratory complexes.
This allows more O2 to diffuse into the matrix region where it
reacts with FM to form MP, thereby limiting the amount of
FM available as a substrate for FS. This weakens the respira-
tory shield and initiates a vicious cycle in which the further
decline of FM further slows the synthesis of FS and the rate of
respiration. The lack of FS activates the iron regulon which
increases iron import into the cell and mitochondria. The net
effect is that mitochondria spiral down into a diseased state in
which (a) the organelle is filled with nanoparticles; (b) both
ISC and heme activities are low; and (c) O2 and ROS flood the
cell.

Similar accumulations of nanoparticles in mitochondria are
observed for other genetic strains of yeast harboring defects in
ISC biosynthesis or trafficking including cells deficient in Yah1
(31), Ggc1 (6), Atm1 (33), and Ssq1 (6). Even more surprising
is that a similar phenotype is observed in strains with muta-
tions that are not primarily involved in either ISC assembly or
trafficking. This includes cells deficient in Mtm1 (38) and cells
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in which the Aft1 transcription factor is constitutively upre-
gulated (39). Thus, iron dysregulation appears to be a sec-
ondary response to defects in various mitochondrial processes
including but not limited to ISC assembly, trafficking, and/or
regulation. The respiratory shield hypothesis can explain these
diverse causes, since the strength of the shield reflects pro-
cesses such as respiration, bioenergetics, and mitochondrial
membrane potential in which many proteins contribute.

Mitochondria from Δyfh1 yeast cells (reportedly) do not
accumulate excessive iron when they respire (40). Moreover,
aconitase activities in respiring Δyfh1 cells are �70% of WT
levels, whereas they are near zero in aerobic fermenting Δyfh1
cells. Understanding these metabolic differences might reveal
new insights into the mechanism of the disease.

For this study, we primarily used MB spectroscopy to probe
the relationships giving rise to the Yfh1-deficiency phenotype.
We investigated a strain of yeast in which Yfh1 expression is
dictated by the estradiol concentration in the growth medium
(6, 41). This strain allowed us to probe the effects of gradually
reducing the expression of Yfh1. We also examined the effects
of O2, nutrient iron, and metabolic mode on cellular iron
content. We evaluated the iron content of mitochondria from
anaerobic fermenting and respiring Yfh1-deficient cells grown
under hypoxic conditions. We then used those and other re-
sults to develop the model of Figure 1 and then used the model
to simulate the Yfh1-deficient phenotype. Our results offer
new insights into the pathogenesis of Friedreich’s ataxia.
Results

We employed the mutant strain ERyfh1 in this study
because the expression level of yfh1 could be varied according
to the concentration of estradiol [EST] added to the growth
medium (6, 41). As expected, Yfh1 was undetectable in a
Western blot of soluble lysates from cells grown in the absence
of EST ([EST] = 0), and expression increased as [EST]
increased (Fig. 2).

The [EST] required for full expression was higher than that
reported by Seguin et al. (6, 41). They reported that [EST] >
10 nM was sufficient to generate WT expression levels of Yfh1,
whereas our samples required roughly 1000 nM [EST] to
exhibit WT properties.
Figure 2. Western Blot of Yfh1 in crude mitochondria isolated from
mutant cells grown on increasing concentrations of estradiol (in nM).
Cells were grown on CSM under aerobic fermenting conditions and har-
vested at A600 between 0.6 and 0.8. WT cells were grown in CSM hypoxic
respiring conditions and harvested at a similar A600. 105 μg of protein were
added to each well. Molecular masses of markers are given in kDa. Markers
are aligned images using SeeBlue prestained protein standard ladder;
masses (in kDa) are indicated. CSM, complete synthetic medium; Yfh1, Yeast
frataxin homolog 1.
We used a shorthand nomenclature to describe the growth

conditions for various experiments. Aerobic fermenting wild-

type (AFW) cells cultured in glucose-containing minimal
medium (MM) grew in accordance with an exponential growth
rate α ≈ 0.2 to 0.3 h−1 where α is the linear slope of ln(A600)
versus time plots (Table S1). Aerobic fermenting mutant cells
(AFM) grew at similar rates (α ≈ 0.2 h−1) at [EST] > �25 nM
but slower at [EST] = 0. Supplementing media with FeIII citrate
at concentrations between 1 → 100 μM had no effect on
growth rate. WT cells cultured on 1 μM FeIII citrate grow at
rates comparable to those of iron-replete WT cells (19).

AFM cells grown in media containing [EST] = 0 and
[IRON] = 40 will be called AFM0-40 cells, where the first
number refers to the nM concentration of EST and the second
to the μM concentration of FeIII citrate. Both are final con-
centrations in the growth media. WT cells averaged �600 μM
iron, similar to reported values (17). The iron concentration of
AFM0-40 cells was significantly higher than that of AFW-
40 cells (Table S1). The relative intensities of the MB spectra
(see below) confirmed that AFM0-40 cells were iron-
overloaded.

AFM0 cells contained 500 to 1800 μM Fe depending on
growth media. As [EST] increased, the cellular iron concen-
tration declined, eventually reaching concentrations typical of
WT cells. This supports the observed decline in MB spectral
intensities as [EST] increased (see below). The similar iron
concentrations obtained under these conditions suggested that
AFM cells expressing WT levels of Yfh1 were not iron-
dysregulated, as expected.

When grown under hypoxic conditions, both fermenting
WT and mutant cells (called HFW and HFM cells, respec-
tively) grew in accordance with α ≈ 0.2 h−1 regardless of [EST]
or [IRON]. The concentration of iron in mutant cells under
hypoxic conditions was comparable to that of WT cells
(Table S1). Under hypoxic conditions, mutant cells were not
noticeably dysregulated.
MB spectra of AFM cells grown with different [EST]

We used MB spectroscopy to investigate how the iron
content of the mutant cells changed as [EST] decreased. As
expected, AFM1000-40 cells exhibited MB spectra typical of
WT (W303) cells (compare Fig. 3A to Fig. 1D of Ref (17)).
Spectral features included (a) a magnetic feature arising from
vacuolar non-heme high spin (NHHS) FeIII polyphosphate
(brown line); (b) a central doublet (CD) arising from [Fe4S4]

2+

clusters and LS FeII hemes combined (green line); and (c) two
minor doublets arising from NHHS FeII (dark blue line) and
HS FeII hemes (light blue). Some CD originated from mito-
chondrial iron, while the remainder arose mainly from
[Fe4S4]

2+ clusters in the cytosol and nucleus. A low-intensity
doublet likely due to nanoparticles (magenta) was also pre-
sent. Percentages used in spectral decompositions are in
Table S2.

When [EST] was lowered to 100 nM, spectral intensity due
to vacuolar NHHS FeIII declined while that of the NHHS FeII

doublet increased (Fig. 3B). AFM25-40 and AFM0-40 spectra
J. Biol. Chem. (2022) 298(6) 101921 3



Figure 3. Mössbauer spectra of AFM cells with decreasing [EST] and [IRON] = 40. [EST] in nM was: A, 1000; B, 100; C, 50; D, 25; E, 10; F, 5; G, 2.5; H, 0. Red
lines are composite simulations based on parameters in Table S2. Solid lines above A are simulations for nanoparticles (magenta), non-heme HS FeII (dark
blue), heme HS FeII (light blue), the central doublet (green) and vacuolar FeIII (brown). All MB spectra included in the paper were collected at �5 K and 0.05 T
and with gamma radiation parallel to the field. Note scale differences between spectra. Pie charts show the iron distribution for the corresponding spectra
(as given in Table S2), using the same color coding as for the solid spectral line simulations. AFM, aerobic fermenting mutant cells; EST, estradiol; MB,
Mössbauer.
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were essentially devoid of the HS FeIII feature. A relatively
intense NHHS FeII doublet was evident in all spectra between
AFM100-40→ AFM0-40. A minor shoulder on the inside edge
of the low-energy line of this doublet (see arrow) probably
arose from the CD (represented as the sum of FS + CIA in the
model), but resolution was limited. According to the model of
Figure 1, the early loss of vacuolar NHHS FeIII (F3 in the
model) indicates that the earliest titration event that occurs as
Yfh1 levels decline is the reduction of F3 → F2. The observed
NHHS FeII doublet arose from some combination of modeling
components F2, FC, and FM; the three cannot be distinguished
by MB. Although this doublet represented just 9% of the in-
tensity of the AFM0-40 spectrum, the absolute cellular con-
centration of the FeII species giving rise to it was significant. A
similar doublet has been observed along with the dominating
nanoparticle doublet in Yah1- and Atm1-deficient mitochon-
dria (33). The FeII doublet remained throughout the titration.
Most of the NHHS FeII intensity probably arose from vacuolar
FeII (F2 in the model), but this iron might have also been
exported from vacuoles forming cytosolic FeII (FC in the
model).

When [EST] was reduced to 10 nM in an AFM sample, the
resulting spectrum (Fig. 3E) remained dominated by the
NHHS FeII doublet. However, the low-energy line of this
4 J. Biol. Chem. (2022) 298(6) 101921
doublet was broadened suggesting the initial development of
nanoparticles (MP in model). This feature increased in the
5 nM and 2.4 nM samples (Fig. 3, F and G). When [EST] = 0, in
cells grown with 40 μM 57FeIII citrate, the overall spectral in-
tensity (Fig. 3H) increased dramatically (more so when MM
rather than complete synthetic medium was used as the
growth medium). Virtually, all the extra spectral intensity
arose from a quadrupole doublet attributed to nanoparticles.

Seguin et al. 2010 (6) reported that mutant aerobic cells
accumulated large amounts of iron when [EST] = 0 but not
when [EST] = 2.5 nM (at that concentration there was a
modest rise in cellular iron concentration relative to in WT
cells). They also reported that aconitase activity was unde-
tectable at [EST] = 0 but was at WT levels when [EST] =
2.5 nM. Their results indicate a causal correlation between (a)
loss of ISC activity; (b) increased rate of iron import into the
mitochondria; and (c) increased level of mitochondrial
nanoparticles.

We also examined the electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) spectra of mutant cells with different Yfh1 expression
levels. AFM0-10 cells exhibited an intense broad EPR signal
near g = 2.0 due to nanoparticles (Fig. 4, Panel A, dashed line).
Similar signals have been observed in spectra of Yah1- and
Atm1-depleted cells (31, 33). In contrast, AFM2000-10 cells



Figure 4. EPR spectra of ERyfh1 cells grown in minimal media with
different [EST] (in nM): Panel A: dashed line, AFM0-10; solid line,
AFM2000–10; Panel B: red line AFM2000–10; blue line, HFM2000–10. EPR,
electron paramagnetic resonance; EST, estradiol.
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did not exhibit this signal (Fig. 4, Panel A, solid line), but they
did exhibit an EPR signal at g = 4.3 undoubtedly due to
vacuolar S = 5/2 FeIII ions—similar to the g = 4.3 signal
exhibited by WT cells (14). We conclude from the EPR spectra
that the concentration of vacuolar FeIII in Yfh1-deficient cells
was low. This agreed with the corresponding low-temperature
MB spectra (e.g., Fig. 3D) which were largely (but perhaps not
entirely) devoid of the magnetic feature due to vacuolar FeIII.

AFM2000-10 cells exhibited the g = 4.3 EPR signal but not
the broad g = 2 nanoparticle signal (Fig. 4B red spectrum). By
comparing this to the dashed line spectrum of the top panel,
we concluded that the decline in vacuolar FeIII occurred at a
higher Yfh1 concentration than that needed to generate
nanoparticles. The decline of vacuolar FeIII and formation of
NHHS FeII were early titration events in the development of
the Yfh1-deficient phenotype. The oxidation of NHHS FeII →
FeIII ions and the aggregation of these FeIII ions into nano-
particles were later titration events. This implied that the
mechanism controlling vacuolar iron content, including redox
state but perhaps also the rate of iron import into and export
out of vacuoles, may not be regulated (or solely regulated) by
ISC-related processes occurring within mitochondria.

The EPR spectrum of HFM2000-10 cells (Fig. 4B, blue line)
exhibited neither the g = 4.3 signal nor the broad g = 2 signal.
This suggested that hypoxic cells were devoid of both vacuolar
FeIII (F3) and nanoparticles (MP). MB spectra (see below)
confirmed that and revealed that most iron in such cells was
NHHS FeII (F2 + FC + FM combined). An O2-dependence for
oxidizing F2 → F3 had not been previously recognized. Such
an O2-dependence is included in the model of Figure 1.

Manganese species in Yfh1-deficient cells

Although not the focus of this study, EPR spectra of mutant
cells exhibited a noticeable hyperfine-split signal in the g = 2
region due to mononuclear MnII ions. Its intensity was dimin-
ished in HFM2000-10 cells relative to AFM2000-10 cells (Fig. 4,
Panel B red versus blue spectra). Under aerobic conditions, the
parent strain contained 20 ± 5 μMMn (n = 2) which is similar to
the average of previous reports for aerobicWT fermenting cells
(17, 19, 42), namely 26 ± 7 μM. AFM0-40 cells contained sub-
stantially higher Mn concentrations (70 ± 11 μM; n = 4) which
may be related to an increased expression of Mn superoxide
dismutase in response to oxidative stress (43). Consistent with
this, the cellular Mn concentration in our titration series
increased 2- to 5-fold as the [EST] concentration decreased
(data not shown). HFM0 cells contained 27 ± 5 μM Mn (n = 2)
which may reflect a return of Mn superoxide dismutase to WT
levels under hypoxic conditions (44).

Nanoparticle loading declined in aerobic Yfh1-deficient cells
grown at high [IRON]

WT cells grown on media containing 40 μM 57FeIII citrate
store high-spin FeIII polyphosphate complexes in vacuoles
(45); these ions exhibit magnetic MB features that span
from −10 to +10 mm/s velocity (Fig. 5B). WT cells grown with
1 μM 57FeIII citrate did not contain much vacuolar FeIII

(Fig. 5A); this is the standard state for WT yeast cells (17).
Rather, these WT cells exhibited an intense NHHS FeII

doublet for cells grown on [IRON] = 1 μM. Based on our
model, this doublet arose from the sum of [FC] + [F2] + [FM]
(caused by activation of the Iron-Regulon). We are not sure
which of these species dominates, but it is probably [FC] or
[F2]. Holmes-Hampton et al. observed similar behavior under
iron-deficient conditions and attributed the strong NHHS FeII

doublet mainly to F2 (17).
Under the same low-iron conditions, mutant Yfh1–deficient

cells exhibited a fundamentally different MB spectrum, one
dominated by nanoparticles. Essentially identical spectra were
observed for AFM0-1 (Fig. 5C) or AFM0-10 (Fig. 5D) cells.
Surprisingly, spectral intensity was independent of nutrient
iron concentration within this range. This differs from
Auchere et al. (46) who reported that the extent of iron
accumulation increases with increasing nutrient iron levels.
However, comparisons are difficult because of differences in
experimental details.

We were also surprised that spectra of Yfh1-deficient
mutant cells grown aerobically on 100 μM 57FeIII citrate
were 5-fold less intense than those of cells grown in media
containing lower iron concentrations (in Fig. 5, compare ab-
sorption [%] scale in E versus in C or D). We observed a similar
reduction in nanoparticle spectral intensity in three indepen-
dent preparations. Curiously, this result implies that Yfh1-
J. Biol. Chem. (2022) 298(6) 101921 5



Figure 5. Mössbauer spectra of WT and Yfh1-deficient cells grown
aerobically in media supplemented with different concentration of
57FeIII citrate. A, AFW-1; B, AFW-40; C, AFM0-1; D, AFM0-10; E, AFM0-100.
The blue line in D is a simulation to HS FeIII at 8% of spectral intensity.
Yfh1, Yeast frataxin homolog 1.
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deficient cells grown on media containing high nutrient iron
are less dysregulated than when grown on low nutrient iron.
Consistent with this, Seguin et al. found that excess nutrient
iron (up to 2.5 mM) improved the growth of Δyfh1 cells (6).

AFM0 cells also lacked the vacuolar FeIII species (Fig. 5, C–
E) that is present in WT cells even at high iron (Fig. 5B). The
AFM0 spectra also exhibited significant HS FeII features.
Percentages of spectral features are listed in Table S2. Vacu-
olar iron export should accelerate in AFM cells for the same
reason that these cells accumulate iron—i.e., activation of the
iron regulon increases expression of both Fet3 and Fet5.
However, the regulatory details may be more complicated.
Figure 6. Mössbauer spectra of fermenting cells grown in CSM under
low O2 conditions with no estradiol added. A, HFW-1; B, HFW-40; C,
HFM0-1; D, HFM0-40. CSM, complete synthetic medium.
MB of hypoxic (HFW and HFM) cells

We performed similar experiments on fermenting cells
grown under hypoxic conditions. MB spectra of HFW cells
were dominated by a NHHS FeII doublet (Fig. 6, A and B) and
6 J. Biol. Chem. (2022) 298(6) 101921
lacked features due to vacuolar FeIII. Δmtm1 and adenine-
deficient WT cells exhibit similar spectra (38, 47). The mi-
nor shoulder at ca. +1 mm/s in Figure 6, A and B was likely the
high-energy line of the CD.

Spectra of HFM0 cells were also dominated by a NHHS FeII

doublet (Fig. 6, C and D). There was a small shoulder resolved
from the low-energy line of the main doublet which probably
arose from the CD (Fig. 6C, arrow). The major difference,
relative to WT cells, was that the spectral intensity for the
NHHS FeII doublet was quite variable, with the intensity of
some spectra comparable to WT spectra, while the intensity of
other mutant spectra was greater than WT spectra (Fig. S1).
We suspect that this variability was due to small differences in
the percentage of O2 used in growing hypoxic mutant cells.

Spectra of HFW-1, HFW-40, HFM0-1, and HFM0-40 cells
did not exhibit the magnetic feature due to vacuolar FeIII.
With low [O2] bubbling through the growth medium, the rate
of F2 → F3 oxidation appears to have been slowed. A sensitive
balance of factors, including [O2] levels, appears to control the
oxidation state of vacuolar iron and the rate of iron import into
the cell.
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MB spectra of respiring cells

Although respiration requires O2, the hypoxic conditions
used here (�5% O2) allowed both WT and mutant cells to
respire slowly on glycerol/ethanol while limiting ROS damage.
Thus, we investigated the iron content of hypoxic respiring
cells. MB spectra of aerobic respiring ARW-40 cells (Fig. 7A)
were comparable to those of fermenting AFW-40 cells
(Figs. 3A or 5B) except that the CD contributed a higher
spectral percentage, consistent with a greater use of mito-
chondria during respiration.

The spectrum of hypoxic HRW-40 cells (Fig. 7B) was
dominated by the CD and a NHHS FeII doublet. The loss of
vacuolar FeIII (probably due to reduction to FeII) as respiring
WT cells transitioned to hypoxic conditions indicated a
sensitivity to metabolic mode. This suggested that the redox
state of vacuolar iron in WT cells is determined by the O2

status during cell growth (with lower O2 favoring FeII vacuolar
iron).

The spectrum of aerobic ARM0-40 mutant cells was
dominated by nanoparticles, with significant vacuolar FeIII and
Figure 7. Mössbauer spectra of respiring WT and Yfh1-deficient cells
grown under aerobic and hypoxic iron-sufficient conditions. A, ARW-40;
B, HRW-40; C, ARM0-40; D, HRM0-40.
little NHHS FeII (Fig. 7C). There is little doubt that the
nanoparticles in both respiring and fermenting aerobic cells
were in mitochondria; this accumulation indicated that the
iron regulon under both metabolic modes was activated. Thus,
aerobic mutant cells were strongly iron dysregulated, regard-
less of metabolic mode. However, respiring mutant cells must
have been dysregulated differently than fermenting mutant
cells because vacuolar FeIII was present in respiring mutant
cells but lacking in fermenting ones. Since both Fet3 and Fet5
are part of the iron regulon, both genes should have been
strongly expressed in both the respiring and fermenting
mutant cells. Our results suggest that iron regulon activation is
not the only factor that determines the redox status of vacuolar
iron.

Spectra of hypoxic respiring HRM0-40 cells exhibited a
dominant vacuolar FeIII signal, not a nanoparticle doublet
(Fig. 7D). The NHHS FeII doublet was also intense. In contrast,
the spectrum of hypoxic fermenting HFM0 cells were domi-
nated by NHHS FeII (e.g., Fig. 6, C and D) with no NHHS FeIII

and little if any CD. The spectra of respiring hypoxic mutant
cells overall were quite intense (compared to Fig. 3A), sug-
gesting that the cells are dysregulated. In any event, these re-
sults suggest that the redox state of vacuolar iron and perhaps
the rates of iron import/export into vacuoles are independent
of the iron regulation/dysregulation status of the mitochondria
or whole cell.
Isolated Yfh1-deficient mitochondria from hypoxic cells

Mitochondria isolated from aerobic Yfh1-deficient fer-
menting cells accumulate large quantities of FeIII oxyhydroxide
nanoparticles (5). In contrast, mitochondria isolated from
corresponding hypoxic cells in the current study were not
iron-overloaded, regardless of whether mutant cells were
grown with [IRON] = 1 or 40 (Fig. 8, C and D). Rather the
spectra were dominated by the CD, as in spectra of mito-
chondria from WT cells (17, 48–50). Mitochondria from
analogous HFW cells exhibited similar spectra (Fig. 8, A and
B). In all four spectra, 50% to 60% of the intensity was due to
the CD. Much of the remaining intensity was due to a NHHS
FeII doublet. Previously reported spectra of mitochondria
isolated from Yah1-deficient and Atm1-deficient cells grown
under anaerobic/hypoxic conditions were similar (31, 33).

We also examined mitochondria isolated from HRM0-40
and HRW-40 cells. In these cases, the dominating feature in
both spectra was the CD (Fig. 9, A and B), similar to spectra of
mitochondria from aerobic respiring WT cells (48–50). The
mitochondria from these hypoxic cells were not iron-
overloaded and did not display spectral features due to
nanoparticles.

Aconitase activities were determined in four other batches
of mitochondria isolated from cells grown under hypoxic
conditions, one each for HRW-1, HRW-40, HRM0-1, and
HRM0-40. Activities were 1.14 ± 0.01, 1.07 ± 0.22, 2.5 ± 0.37,
and 1.31 ± 0.06 units/mg protein, respectively (uncertainties
are standard deviations from four measurements). We
conclude that mitochondria from both WT and mutant cells,
J. Biol. Chem. (2022) 298(6) 101921 7



Figure 9. Mössbauer spectra of mitochondria isolated from hypoxic
respiring cells. A, HRM0-40; B, HRW-40.

Figure 8. Mössbauer spectra of mitochondria isolated from hypoxic
fermenting cells. A, HFW-1. B, HFW-40; C, HFM0-1; D, HFM0-40.
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grown under hypoxic conditions, had significant and compa-
rable ISC activities.

Taken collectively, these results provided unambiguous
spectroscopic and enzymatic evidence that [Fe4S4] clusters can
be assembled and are stable in cells lacking Yfh1—but only if
hypoxic conditions are used.

Thus, the lack of ISCs in AFM cells is not directly due to the
lack of Yfh1. Such clusters are synthesized in the absence of
Yfh1, but at a slower rate (16). As long as O2 concentrations in
the matrix are low, clusters can be assembled. Perhaps the
persulfide formed on Nfs1 is more stable under hypoxic con-
ditions. Under aerobic conditions, perhaps more O2 enters the
mitochondrial matrix of mutant cells (due to a weakened
Respiratory Shield) where it inhibits ISC assembly. O2 also
likely reacts with the FeII pool in the mitochondria. Both ef-
fects would weaken the shield in a vicious cycle.

Although the spectral features exhibited by mitochondria
isolated from hypoxic respiring mutant (Fig. 9A) and WT
(Fig. 9B) cells were qualitatively similar, the percent-effects
differed significantly; the WT spectrum was more intense
than the mutant spectrum (22% versus 14%). Additionally, the
MB cup for the WT sample was only ¼ filled, whereas that for
the mutant cells was ¾ filled. Taking these differences into
8 J. Biol. Chem. (2022) 298(6) 101921
account indicates that respiring mitochondria isolated from
hypoxic WT cells contained nearly 5× as much iron as com-
parable mutant mitochondria (assuming the same purity).
Mathematical model

We began with the ordinary differential equation (ODE)-
based model used to simulate the ΔΔmrs3/4 phenotype
(19, 36) and minimally modified it as necessary to simulate the
Δyfh1 phenotype. The chemical model shown in Figure 1
included 10 reactions (Table S3) and nine components
(defined in the Introduction). At the core of the model was the
respiratory shield which can simulate an abrupt disease ⇋
healthy transition. The assumed rate-law expressions for all
reactions of the model are in Table S3. These expressions,
along with the reaction network, were used to generate a set of
ODEs describing the change in component concentrations
with time (Table S4).

In silico WT cells and hypoxic Δyfh1 cells were defined to
grow at exponential rate α = 0.20 h-1, whereas aerobic Δyfh1
cells grew more slowly. Cell growth was simulated by adding
the term -α[Ci] to the ODE for each component Ci. This term
allowed the system to be solved under an “expanding steady-
state” condition (51) in which the volume of a cell is presumed
to increase at a constant rate and the rates of all of the
modeled reactions are time invariant. This was done by inte-
grating the ODEs, along with a set of initial conditions, using
the NDSolve function in Mathematica 10 (Wolfram Software)
at long integration times. In silico cells grew on fixed nutrients
[IRON] = 1, 2, 11, or 41 μM and [RO2] = 5 (hypoxic) or 100
(aerobic) μM. To account for the effects of hypoxia, O2 was
assumed to inhibit the reaction FM → FS and to control the
rate of vacuolar iron oxidation, R23. As before, Rmp, Rres and



Figure 10. Simulations of MB-related species, given as a percentage of
cellular iron, versus nutrient iron concentration. Maroon, CD; green,
NHHS FeIII; blue, NHHS FeII; red, nanoparticles. Nutrient IRON is plotted as log
base two for better visualization. CD, central quadrupole doublet; MB,
Mössbauer; NHHS, non-heme high spin.
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RO2 had O2 dependences included in their rate-law
expressions.

The major modification relative to our previous model was
to include Reg functions which allowed the system to be
regulated. Previously, rates of regulated reactions were
manually adjusted depending on cellular state. Here, they were
augmented with Reg functions (35). Reg functions are surro-
gates of complex signal-transduction regulatory mechanisms,
characterized by (a) the sensed species S (a component of the
model); (b) a set-point concentration of S ([S]sp); and (c)
sensitivity factor n.

We initially attempted “global” regulation by assuming
Reg±(FS) functions for reactions Rcyt, Risu, Rvac, and R23. Doing
so implied control by the Aft1/2-dependent iron regulon, the
most well-established mechanism of iron regulation in yeast
cells. However, this attempt proved incapable of simulating
observed behavior. A Reg-(FS) function successfully regulated
Rcyt, but the same function regulating Rmit afforded excessively
high [FM] and low [FS]. This mismatch was corrected by
regulating Rmit with a Reg-(FM) function. Rvac and R23 were
best regulated by assuming the “dual” function {Reg+(FS)⋅
Reg+(FC)} in which both high [FS] and [FC] contributed to
increasing the flow of iron into vacuoles. We also added a Reg-
(O2) function to regulate Risu.

We focused on five different cellular states, including aer-
obic WT, hypoxic WT, aerobic Δyfh1, hypoxic Δyfh1, and
aerobic ΔΔmrs3/4. The model included 35 adjustable param-
eters (Table S5). For these parameters, we initially assumed
previous values (36) and adjusted them conservatively to
achieve desired behavior. Values of 14 parameters remained
invariant (36). Values for 14 other parameters were changed
relative to our previous study but were invariant for all five
current cellular states.

The sensitivity of the WT aerobic model to variations in
parameters revealed that four of the nine most sensitive pa-
rameters involved the ISU reaction in mitochondria and three
involved iron import into the cell (Table S8). Of the six least
sensitive parameters, four involved vacuoles.

We assessed the viability of simulations qualitatively by their
ability to mimic certain phenotypic behaviors while adhering
to experimental iron concentrations. This approach was
effective in generating the desired qualitative behavior. How-
ever, we cannot guarantee that the parameters in Table S5 are
unique in eliciting these behaviors or are the globally best at
doing so.

We first optimized the behavior of WT and ΔΔmrs3/4
simulations and then focused on WT hypoxic, Δyfh1 aerobic,
and Δyfh1 hypoxic states. To simulate these latter states, we
adjusted the easily justifiable parameters first and then mini-
mally adjusted remaining parameters as needed. Of the
remaining seven adjustable parameters, four were easily
justified according to the established properties of the partic-
ular cellular state. Specifically, RO2 was lowered to create
hypoxic conditions, Risu was lowered to create Yfh1-deficient
conditions, as expected for Yfh1-deficient conditions, and
Rmit was lowered to slow mitochondrial iron import in
ΔΔmrs3/4 cells, again as expected for Mrs3/4-deficient
conditions. The growth rate (α) for aerobic Δyfh1 cells was
set lower than for WT cells, hypoxic Δyfh1 cells, and ΔΔmrs3/
4 cells grown at high nutrient iron, consistent with observa-
tions. This left only three parameters that were adjusted
without clear justification. Of those, Kα (Michaelis–Menten–
like parameter describing growth rate) was adjusted for only
one of five states, and KN (same for iron import into the cell)
and kcia-max (rate-constant for generating CIA) were adjusted
for only two of five states. The optimized model simulated the
phenotype of these five cellular states with overall semi-
quantitative fidelity (Table S6).

In Figure 10, simulations were compared to MB spectra.
Contributions from [FC], [FM], and [F2] were summed and
normalized to simulated cellular iron concentrations
(Table S7), as this allowed comparison to the NHHS FeII

species observed by MB spectroscopy. Likewise, [FS] and [CIA]
simulations were summed and normalized in the same way, so
that they could be compared to the central quadrupole doublet
(CD) observed by MB. Similarly, [MP] and [VP] were summed
and normalized, so that they could be compared to the
nanoparticle contribution observed in MB spectra. Finally, [F3]
was normalized and compared to the NHHS FeIII feature in
MB spectra.
J. Biol. Chem. (2022) 298(6) 101921 9



Figure 11. Simulations of MB-related species, given as a percentage of
cellular iron, versus changes in the rate of ISC biosynthesis and O2.
Top panel, % species versus kisu-max; rate for Δyfh1 on left, rate for WT on
right. Maroon, CD; green, NHHS FeIII; blue, NHHS FeII; red, MP nanoparticles
(not combined with VP). Second and third panels, plots of aerobic →
hypoxic for WT-40 and Δyfh1-40 cells. Red line is nanoparticles NP (MP plus
VP), dashed red line is [O2], plotted on the right axis. Gray is FS. In the third
panel, percent due to FS has been expanded 100-fold for better visualiza-
tion. CD, central quadrupole doublet; FS, iron-sulfur clusters and FeII hemes;
ISC, iron–sulfur cluster; MB, Mössbauer; MP, mitochondrial nanoparticles;
NHHS, non-heme high spin; VP, vacuolar nanoparticles; Yfh1, Yeast frataxin
homolog 1.
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For aerobic WT cells, simulations correctly predicted that
vacuolar FeIII would dominate MB spectra of these cells at high
[IRON]. They also correctly predicted similar relative in-
tensities of the CD, NHHS FeII, and nanoparticles, in that
order (Fig. 10A). As [IRON] declined, simulated vacuolar FeIII

levels declined causing the CD to increase percentagewise, as
observed in Figure 5, A and B. Simulated FeII and nanoparticle
percentages were low, as observed.

For hypoxic WT cells, simulations at high [IRON] were
dominated by FeII, as observed (compare Figs. 10B to 6, A and
B). This was followed by the CD, and little FeIII or nanoparticle
intensities. Simulations indicated more CD (relative to FeII)
than was observed.

For aerobic mutant cells, nanoparticles dominated as
observed (compare Figs. 10C to 5, C–E), and they declined
somewhat at high [IRON], also as observed. For hypoxic
mutant cells, simulated FeII dominated as observed (compare
Figs. 10D to 6 C, and D). Relative to WT cells, the CD was
lower, also as observed.

The simulations shown in Figure 11, Panel A should be
compared to the titration of Figure 3; both show the effects of
lowering the expression level of Yfh1. The right-side of the
Figure 11, top panel plot represents aerobic WT conditions
while the left-side represents aerobic Yfh1-deficient conditions
([EST] = 0). Simulations showed an immediate drop in the CD
followed by a decline of FeIII. In actual titrations, FeIII declined
before the CD. In the simulated titration, as Yfh1 levels
declined, FeII increased followed by nanoparticles.

The other panels of Figure 11 are plots showing the effect of
decreasing oxygen levels on WT and mutant cells. For both
strains, simulated [O2] concentrations declined as the oxygen
concentration in the growth medium (RO2) declined. For WT
cells, this occurs with a shift from FeIII to FeII (as observed)
while the concentration of the CD remained constant at �30%.
In real spectra, the CD contribution is less intense. For sim-
ulations of mutant cells, nanoparticles dominated, as observed.
As [O2] levels declined, simulations showed that nanoparticles
declined as FeII increased (as observed). Simulated [FS] was
low, whereas in reality, the CD in mitochondria isolated from
hypoxic cells had an intensity comparable to in WT mito-
chondria (See Figs. 8 and 9). Encouragingly, simulated [FS] did
increase as in silico cells approached hypoxia. ΔΔmrs3/4 sim-
ulations still showed the recovery of mitochondrial iron dis-
tribution with increasing nutrient iron and a large amount of
vacuolar FeIII with respect to WT (Fig. S2).

Given the complexity of the model and the different phe-
notypes observed for the five states, the simulations overall
were qualitatively consistent. They provide significant support
for the mechanism of Figure 1 and the major assumptions
made in its development.
Discussion

Disentangling the Yfh1 phenotype in yeast is notoriously
difficult; it has been the topic of >400 research articles since it
was first described in 1997 (52). We used the results of this
study, primarily obtained from MB spectra, along with
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published results from the literature, to develop a chemical/
mathematical model (Fig. 1) that can explain this phenotype
on the molecular level and in semiquantitative terms.

Apart from our related earlier math models (35, 36), no
comparable models have been published. Although not per-
fect, our model represents the best current mechanistic un-
derstanding of how healthy yeast cells transition to the
diseased state associated with Friedreich’s ataxia.
Changes during Yfh1-titration reveal the cell’s response to
Yfh1-deficiency

In the titration reported here, the earliest MB-observable
event as Yfh1 expression in AFM cells declined from WT
levels was the reduction of vacuolar FeIII to FeII. This reduction
occurred prior to the accumulation of iron in the cell or
mitochondria and prior to the loss of [Fe4S4]

2+ clusters and LS
FeII hemes (as reflected in the CD), much of which is in
mitochondria. We were unable to determine whether F2
remained in the vacuole or moved into the cytosol. Nor could
we determine whether the observed spectral changes arose
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from changes in the genetic expression of the iron transporters
on the vacuolar membrane or from epigenetic effects, e.g.,
changes in the concentrations of a metabolite that affected the
rate of reduction or transport (e.g., NADPH). In any event,
these results reveal an independence between the iron status of
vacuoles and the activity of Yfh1 in mitochondria; amazingly,
vacuolar iron is more sensitive to modest declines in Yfh1
expression than is mitochondrial iron (even though Yfh1 is a
mitochondrial protein). One speculative possibility is that the
redox properties of the vacuoles are connected to the activity
of mitochondria through metabolites such as NAD(P)H. For
example, reduced consumption of NADH due to impaired
respiration might increase NADH which might be converted
to NADPH by dedicated kinases thus promoting reduction of
vacuolar FeIII.

Later titration events included the accumulation of cellular
iron and the loss of the CD. These two processes occurred
synchronously, suggesting a tight mechanistic connection be-
tween the rate of cellular iron import (Rcyt), mitochondrial iron
import (Rmit), ISC assembly (Risu), and nanoparticle formation
(Rmp). Rcyt probably increased when the declining concentra-
tion of Yfh1 began to inhibit Risu. The reduction in [FS] caused
by this inhibition probably activated the Aft1/2-dependent
iron regulon causing Rcyt to increase. From these results
alone, one might conclude that the same regulatory mecha-
nism controls Rmit, but the rate of mitochondrial iron import
may be regulated differently. Our model assumes that Rmp is
controlled by O2 levels in mitochondria and is not genetically
regulated.

Seguin et al. estimated that the Yfh1 threshold for activating
the iron regulon is �7% of WT levels (6). Below this, aconitase
activity drops precipitously. At [EST] = 2.5 nM, aconitase ac-
tivity was similar to WT activity, whereas at [EST] = 0 nM,
activity was near zero. We observed similar disproportionate
behavior in terms of iron accumulation and nanoparticle for-
mation, in that both developed abruptly with a small change in
[EST]. The respiratory shield aspect of the Figure 1 model
allows such abrupt behavior due to its vicious-cycle nature.

In 2010, Moreno-Cermeno et al. examined a strain of yeast
in which Yfh1 could be depleted over time by adding doxy-
cycline to the growth medium (53). Iron accumulated soon
after Yfh1 started to deplete. This was followed by a decline in
respiration and then a decline of ISC enzyme activities. They
concluded that the iron regulon activates and cellular iron
accumulates before ISC activity declines suggesting that Yfh1
is not primarily involved in either ISC or heme biosynthesis. In
contrast, our results suggest that Yfh1 primarily accelerates the
rate of ISC/heme assembly and that the other events associated
with a Yfh1 deficiency arise secondarily because of a decline in
ISC/heme assembly rates.
Iron homeostasis partially recovers in Yfh1-deficient cells
grown on high nutrient iron

Unexpectedly, AFM0-100 cells accumulated less iron as
nanoparticles than similar cells grown with lower FeIII citrate
supplementation. The mitochondrial membrane potential in
Yfh1-deficient cells was 20-fold lower than in WT cells, but it
could be partially restored by growing Yfh1-deficient cells in
media containing high levels of iron (32). Accordingly, we
suggest a connection between membrane potential, Rmit, and
Rmp. The respiratory shield hypothesis implies such a
connection since respiration establishes a proton gradient and
hence a membrane potential. We hypothesize that Yfh1-
deficient mitochondria in aerobically grown cells synthesize
ISCs at a rate that is limited by [FM] and that [FM] is influ-
enced by [FC] (via rate Rmit). We further hypothesize that ISCs
are not observed by MB spectroscopy or evidenced by aconi-
tase activity because the high levels of O2 in mitochondria
under these conditions inhibit the FM → FS reaction. When
aerobic cells are grown in high-iron media, the rate of ISC
assembly increases because [FM] increases (due to increased
[FC]). This fortifies the respiratory shield in ΔΔmrs3/4 cells
grown under iron-replete conditions (36). The observed re-
covery at high nutrient iron would be difficult to explain
without the respiratory shield concept.
Hypoxic growth reveals that Yfh1 is not required for ISC
assembly

The dominance of the CD in MB spectra of mitochondria
isolated from HFM0 and HRM0 cells was typical of WT
mitochondria, regardless of whether mutant cells were grown
with [IRON] = 1 or 40. This indicates that Yfh1 is not required
for ISC synthesis. We cannot distinguish whether ISCs in
aerobic Yfh1-deficient cells are synthesized and then degraded
by O2 or not synthesized at all (due to inhibition by O2).
Previous results suggest the latter (32, 54), and so we assumed
that O2 inhibits the FM → FS reaction. Doing so also
strengthens the vicious-cycle nature of the respiratory shield.

Yfh1-deficient cells can generate ISCs and hemes when
grown under anaerobic/hypoxic conditions (16, 30, 32), and
our results support this. Δyfh1 cells display no growth defects
when cultured anaerobically and ISCs can be assembled (as
evidenced from by aconitase activities), though probably at
lower rate than for WT cells. These mutant cells have
increased levels of oxidative damage when grown aerobically.

ISC synthesis in Yfh1-deficient cells may be more O2 sen-
sitive than WT cells. Yfh1 forms an ISC assembly complex
with Nfs1, Isd11, Acp1, and Isu1/2. In that complex, Yfh1 may
guide the persulfide on the Nfs1 flexible loop to its destination
on a recipient cysteine residue of Isu1/2. The Nfs1 persulfide
and the cysteine recipient may be particularly O2 sensitive,
leading to a greater requirement for Yfh1 in air versus hypoxic
conditions.

Ast et al. recently confirmed the effect of hypoxia on Yfh1-
deficient yeast and extended such studies to frataxin-deficient
human cells, nematode worms, and mice (54). They reported
that frataxin was not required to achieve WT levels of ISC
assembly activity under hypoxic conditions. They also found
that hypoxia boosts ISC biosynthetic activity rather than
suppresses ISC degradation, confirming earlier studies. How-
ever, they did not cite any of the earlier pioneering studies on
the effects of hypoxia in Yfh1-deficient yeast cells (16, 30, 32).
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The effect of hypoxia (and thus O2) on Yfh1-deficient cells
helps disentangle how iron homeostasis is regulated. Our
studies show that both O2 and a deficiency of Yfh1 are
required for yeast cells to be iron-dysregulated and exhibit the
classic phenotype involving loss of ISC activity, accumulation
of FeIII oxyhydroxide nanoparticles in mitochondria, increase
in ROS, decline of respiratory ability, etc. The model of
Figure 1 describes the interplay between these two factors in
mechanistic terms, with the respiratory shield playing an
essential role.
Effect of hypoxia in Yfh1-deficient cells is not specific to Yfh1-
deficiency

The phenotypes of hypoxic/anaerobic cells deficient in
Atm1 or Yah1 are similar to that of Yfh1-deficient cells. As
with Yfh1-deficient cells, the iron content of mitochondria
isolated from aerobic fermenting Atm1-deficient and Yah1-
deficient cells is an order-of-magnitude higher than WT
mitochondria (31, 33). Atm1-deficent mitochondria from
aerobically grown cells are massively overloaded with
nanoparticles and do not exhibit an ISC doublet in their
MB spectra. Their aconitase activities are near zero and
vacuolar FeIII is absent. Thus, iron is dysregulated in aer-
obic Atm1-deficient cells. The best-studied mechanism of
iron homeostasis is thought to involve Atm1 exporting
“X-S” which connects the ISC activity of mitochondria with
the Aft1/2-dependent iron regulon that controls iron
import into the cell and mitochondria. Accordingly, the
lack of X-S caused by an Atm1 deficiency upregulates the
import of Fe into the cell and mitochondria. Yah1-deficient
cells grown aerobically show a similar phenotype indicating
iron dysregulation.

However, mitochondria isolated from Atm1- and Yah1-
deficient mutant cells grown under anaerobic/hypoxic
conditions are not overloaded with nanoparticles. Hypoxic
Atm1-deficient cells contain cytochromes at WT levels and
have significant aconitase activities. Like Yfh1, Atm1 is not
required for mitochondrial ISC cluster assembly or heme
biosynthesis—and such clusters are observed if cells are grown
under anaerobic/hypoxic conditions. Unlike Atm1 and Yfh1,
Yah1 appears to be essential for ISC assembly, since the MB
spectrum of isolated mitochondria from these cells, when
grown hypoxically, do not exhibit a distinct CD as is observed
in mitochondria isolated from hypoxic Atm1- or Yfh1-
deficient cells.

The results of Miao et al. for mitochondria isolated from
Atm1-deficient cells grown under anaerobic conditions (33)
cannot be easily explained by assuming that Atm1 exports X-S
in the mechanism of Aft1/2-dependent iron regulation (55).
(Atm1 likely exports X-S for use in cytosolic ISC assembly.).
The contents and distribution of Fe in mitochondria isolated
from anaerobic WT and Atm1-depleted cells are quite similar
suggesting that the homeostatic mechanism regulating mito-
chondrial iron remains operational even in the absence of
Atm1, as long as O2 is excluded or is present at low concen-
trations. This suggestion needs to be evaluated further.
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The effect of hypoxia in rescuing the nanoparticle accu-
mulation phenotype does not appear specific to a specific
protein deficiency. Rather, the curative effect of hypoxia seems
to be a general response to a deficiency in various proteins
which, we suggest, collectively contribute to a major mito-
chondrial process such as respiration. The respiratory shield
again comes to mind because its function to slow O2 from
diffusing into the mitochondrial matrix depends on the
concerted functioning of many proteins. Defects in any of
these proteins could weaken the shield, leading to a massive
accumulation of nanoparticles under aerobic conditions. The
same defects would be present under anaerobic conditions, but
in that case, a weakened shield might be sufficient to prevent
nanoparticle formation and dysregulation when coupled with
the lower oxygen levels associated with hypoxic/anaerobic
conditions.

If the rate of cellular iron import (Rcyt) were regulated the
same as the rate of mitochondrial iron import (Rmit), a
change in one rate would always be matched by a similar
change in the other. Such matching occurs for Yfh1-deficient
cells under aerobic conditions (both rates increase), and it
may occur under hypoxic conditions (both rates do not
increase).

Other evidence suggests the opposite. The “triple mutant”
strain in which Yfh1, Mrs3, and Mrs4 have all been deleted
(ΔΔΔ) exhibits behavior suggesting independent regulation
of Rcyt and Rmit. The iron that accumulates as nanoparticles
in Yfh1-deficient mitochondria is imported via Mrs3/4
transporters on the inner mitochondrial membrane. The
ΔΔΔ mutant does not accumulate iron in mitochondria but
does accumulate iron in the cell (16). This suggests that ΔΔΔ
cells are iron-dysregulated (probably due to low [FS]) even
though their mitochondria are not, implying independent
regulation between cellular iron import and mitochondrial
iron import. Under hypoxic conditions, the ΔΔΔ strain grows
slowly in unsupplemented media, but faster in high-iron
media as more iron enters the mitochondria through low-
affinity importers such as Rim2 (56). This behavior is remi-
niscent of the ΔΔmrs3/4 double-deletion strain in which the
respiratory shield was strengthened by an increased Rmit

under iron-replete conditions (19).
In our current model, we presumed that Rcyt is regulated

by mitochondrial ISC production (i.e., by [FS]) while Rmit is
regulated by [FM]. This allowed us to explain why mito-
chondria import massive amounts of iron in Yfh1-, Atm-,
Yah1-mutant cells under aerobic but not hypoxic conditions.
Under aerobic conditions, both [FS] and [FM] are low and
[MP] is high (the mitochondria are filled with nanoparticles),
such that Rcyt and Rmit are both activated. [FS] is low because
the lack of Yfh1 slows the reaction FM → FS; [FM] is low
because the respiratory shield is weakened (due to low [FS])
and the increased O2 that diffuses into the mitochondria
reacts quickly with FM to generate MP. Under hypoxic
conditions, the shield weakens but is sufficiently strong to
slow the rate of O2 diffusion into the matrix (since external
[O2] is low). This prevents [FM] from declining (converting
to MP) such that Rmit is not activated.
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Redox state of vacuolar iron depends on O2 levels in WT cells
but on metabolic state in mutant cells

Under both aerobic and hypoxic growth conditions, current
and previous studies suggest that mitochondria from fer-
menting or respiring WT cells are similar in terms of MB
spectra (dominated by the CD with some NHHS FeII). Under
aerobic conditions, vacuolar iron is FeIII, while under hypoxic
conditions, vacuolar iron in WT cells is FeII (perhaps mobi-
lized from vacuoles to cytosol). This implies an independence
between vacuolar and mitochondrial iron.

The corresponding situation was different for the mutant;
here, under both aerobic and hypoxic growth, vacuolar iron
remained FeIII when cells respired but was reduced to FeII

when cells fermented. Mutant mitochondria under hypoxic
conditions were qualitatively indistinguishable from WT
mitochondria, whereas mutant mitochondria under aerobic
conditions were almost certainly overloaded with nano-
particles (we did not isolate mitochondria under this condition
in this study but whole-cell MB showed an intense nano-
particle doublet indistinguishable from spectra of mitochon-
dria previously isolated from Yfh1-deficient cells). This implies
that redox state (and perhaps mobilization) of vacuolar iron is
controlled independently of the regulatory process that con-
trols mitochondrial iron.

The proposed regulatory independence of vacuolar versus
mitochondrial iron is also evident in aerobic WT cells grown
under [IRON] = 1 versus 40. Under both nutrient conditions,
the growth rate of cells is essentially invariant, and mito-
chondria from both cells are “normal”. By contrast, vacuoles
are largely devoid of iron when cells are grown in 1 μM Fe and
largely filled when grown in 40 μM Fe. This implies that filling
vacuoles (due to Rvac in the model) is regulated by something
besides or in addition to [FS] activity in mitochondria. In the
model, Rvac was regulated by both [FC] and [FS]. This dual
regulation can also explain why vacuoles are devoid of iron in
Yfh1-deficient cells grown under aerobic conditions, in that
the increased flow of FC into mitochondria (due to the decline
of [FM]) results in low [FC], which then promotes the exodus
(or inhibits the import) of iron from/to vacuoles.
Synchronized versus independent iron regulation

Our results and modeling provide some evidence for regu-
latory independence among the major sites of regulation in the
trafficking of iron in yeast cells; these include the site of
cellular iron import, mitochondrial iron import, vacuolar iron
import/export, and vacuolar redox state.

The extreme possibilities for regulating multiple sites of iron
trafficking in cells are global synchronization, regulated by a
common sensed species, or complete independence, achieved
by separate regulatory processes operating locally on different
reactions. A spectrum of intermediate situations in which
there is some degree of independence, and some degree of
synchronization is also possible. On a molecular level, inde-
pendence can arise from variations in the strength or kinetics
of binding of the same transcription factor to promotor sites of
the regulated genes. It may arise from the involvement of
multiple transcription factors in controlling regulation. Tran-
scription factors Aft1, Aft2, Yap5, and Cth2 are all involved in
iron regulation but are only partially understood at the cellular
or systems level. Perhaps, these and other unknown factors are
responsible for the degree of regulatory independence that we
observed.

Advantages of mathematical modeling

Understanding the development of the frataxin-deficient
phenotype requires quantitative mathematical models to
integrate myriad interrelated events. Our model represents a
quantitative hypothesis regarding the mechanism of iron
trafficking and regulation in a yeast cell. Some experiments
reported here were used to test the model and determine
whether it has predictive power. The model of Figure 1 evolved
from earlier textual statements (30), as well as pictorial (6, 31,
33) and mathematical models (35, 36).

Extending this approach to iron metabolism in human cells
is a long-term objective. Such a model, with sufficient
complexity and realism, may help develop new therapies and
better treatments of Friedreich’s ataxia.

Conclusions

The major conclusions of this study are

� The first event to occur as Yfh1 levels decline is a reduction
of vacuolar FeIII and an increase in NHHS FeII. Following
this is a decline of ISCs and rise of mitochondrial
nanoparticles.

� Both hypoxic WT and Yfh1-deficient cells lack vacuolar FeIII

and nanoparticles; they are dominated by NHHS FeII fol-
lowed by ISCs.

� Aerobic Yfh1-deficient cells contained higher Mn concen-
trations than WT cells.

� Most iron in aerobic Yfh1-deficient cells is nanoparticles.
Mutant cells grown on higher nutrient iron contained fewer
nanoparticles.

� Hypoxic Yfh1-deficient cells are not iron dysregulated.
� The redox state of vacuolar iron is sensitive to the O2 level

during cell growth.
� The redox state of vacuolar iron and perhaps the rates of

vacuolar iron import/export are independent of the iron
regulation/dysfunction status of the mitochondria or whole
cells.

� Mitochondria from Yfh1-deficient cells grown hypoxically
do not accumulate nanoparticles but contain ISCs. Yfh1
stimulates ISC assembly but is NOT essential for it.

� A developed mathematical model of the kinetics of iron
trafficking and regulation in growing yeast cells could
explain semiquantitatively the behavior of five different
cellular states.

� According to the model, under healthy conditions, respira-
tion slows the diffusion of O2 into the matrix. Yfh1 defi-
ciency slows the rate of ISC assembly, allowing more O2 to
enter the matrix and reacts with the FeII pool to generate
nanoparticles. O2 also inhibits ISC assembly, creating a vi-
cious cycle that culminates in the diseased state.
J. Biol. Chem. (2022) 298(6) 101921 13
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� Assuming that global cellular regulation is controlled by the
ISC activity in the mitochondria was less able to reproduce
observedbehavior thanassuming local independent regulation.
Experimental procedures

Yeast strains and cell growth

ERyfh1 cells were constructed from the YPH499 parent
strain by promoter swap in which the YFH1 open reading
frame was placed under control of the GAL1 promoter. The
plasmid pGEV4-LEU2 was inserted and GAL4 was deleted,
thereby creating a strain in which the YFH1 open reading
frame was placed under control of an estradiol regulated
promoter (MATa ura3-52, lys2-801 (amber) ade2-101 (ochre)
trp1-Δ63 leu2-Δ1 cyh2 Δgal4::KanMX6 HIS3MX6-pGAL1-
YFH1[pGEV-LEU2] (6, 41, 57). Cells were maintained on
MM agar plates without leucine to select for the pGEV
plasmid and with 5 μM estradiol to maintain Yfh1 expression.
For some batches, cells were inoculated into liquid minimal
media lacking leucine but containing estradiol at various
concentrations. For other batches, complete synthetic medium
(Sunrise Science) medium lacking leucine was used. For hyp-
oxic growths, 50 ml of aerobically grown cultures were used to
inoculate larger cultures that had been supplemented with
ergosterol (20 mg/L), Tween-80 (1 ml/L), and antifoam B
(Sigma Aldrich, 100 ppm final concentration) (31, 33). Cul-
tures were vigorously bubbled with a 95:5 N2:O2 or 3:1 N2:air
gas mixture to render them hypoxic. Whole cell cultures were
harvested by centrifugation at 5000g for 5 min. Cells were
washed 3× in a solution of 100 μM EDTA, and then 3× in
distilled, deionized water. Cells were packed into either a MB
cup or EPR tube by centrifugation and frozen in LN2.

MB and EPR spectroscopies

MB spectra were collected on a MS4 WRC spectrometer
(SEE Co, Edina MN) at 5 to 6 K and 0.05 T. The magnetic field
was applied parallel to the gamma radiation. An α-iron foil was
used for RT calibration. X-band EPR spectra were collected
using a Bruker Elexsys E500 spectrometer.

Mitochondria isolations

Cells were harvested during exponential phase from a
custom-built 24 L glass/titanium bioreactor. For hypoxic
growths, two bioreactors were grown in parallel. Upon
harvesting, liquid culture was pumped into a refrigerated
anaerobic glove box for collection into centrifuge bottles. Fil-
led bottles were removed from the box, centrifuged, and
returned to the box where pellets were combined. Mitochon-
dria were purified anaerobically from pellets as described (19).
Organelles were frozen in MB cups, EPR tubes, or Eppendorf
tubes for later analysis.

Metal analysis and aconitase assays

Metal analyses were performed as described (58) using 5%
trace metal–grade nitric acid; 2.5% H2O2 was added to samples
as needed. Aconitase assays were performed essentially as
14 J. Biol. Chem. (2022) 298(6) 101921
described (58). Isolated mitochondria were lysed, and their
protein contents were determined by the BCA assay.
Approximately, 16 to 32 μg of mitochondrial protein in a lysis
solution was added to reaction buffer containing 20 mM NaCl,
20 mM Tris-HCl, and 1 mM cis-aconitic acid (final concen-
trations). The decline in absorbance of the resulting solution at
240 nm was monitored for 6 min, and the slope was used to
calculate activity (1 unit = 1 μmol cis-aconitic acid/min).

Western blot

The blot was performed essentially as described (13). Crude
mitochondria were isolated as above except without the ul-
tracentrifugation step. The frataxin primary antibody was
mixed in the TBST:milk solution at a concentration ratio
of 1:100. The ratio for the porin antibody was 1:500.
Samples were incubated 1 h at RT and then overnight at 4 �C.
Secondary antibody was prepared at a concentration ratio of
1:500 for frataxin and 1:2500 for porin, then incubated 2 h at
RT and monitored by chemiluminescence (13).
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